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BUG BOMB
FUEL BIOCIDE
Your fuel is vulnerable to water contamination during transport and storage. And, once you have water in the
system, you are set for an invasion of microorganisms (bacteria, yeast, and mold). Microbes attack at the
fuel/water interface, where they thrive and multiply. Once established, they entrench themselves in a thick layer
of slimy deposits and create a number of problems. Microbes also grow as bio-films on tank walls, on internal
pipe surfaces, and in filter housings. Left unchecked, microbial assault in these areas leads to accelerated
pitting corrosion. And, that leads to costly repairs. If all of this isn't bad enough, the problem is compounded by
the normal distribution process. As fuel is moved from one tank to the next, microbes move too… and
contamination spreads like a disease.
Why Use ET Bug Bomb Biocide?
When it comes to fighting microbial growth in fuel, ET Bug Bomb ‘D u al P ha s e ’ B iocide is the ultimate
weapon. Used at the outset, it will keep your fuel free of biological contamination. It is also a superior curative
agent for contaminated fuel. ET Bug Bomb offers a wide variety of advantages that no other fuel biocide can
match.

USERinBENEFITS
TREATMENT
RATIO
Works
Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel Fuels, Bio-Diesel Fuels,
and Gasoline


Easy to use solid, non-dusting cylinder with
dissolvable wrapper limits exposure to user



Totally water-soluble, non-foaming



Registered with the Environmental Protection Agency in
the United States



Fully compatible with diesel fuel and diesel fuel
additives

KILL RATIO

1-2500



Proven performance: has been shown to be effective
time and time again in demanding applications
worldwide



Provides protection from bacteria, yeast, and mold



Cost-effective in terms of effectiveness, stability,
compatibility, and biodegradability



Kills completely in as little as 8 to 24 hours



Dual phase product kills bacteria in the fuel AND water
layers
The ET Bug Bomb is the most cost-effective
fuel biocide on the market

Use 1 stick to 2500 gallons of
diesel fuel to clear SulfateReducing and Slime-Forming
Bacteria as well as yeasts and
molds.

Dual Phase activity means bacteria are killed
in all phases of your fuel are treated. Consult
product label for specific safety, environmental
and application information.

Container Size – 10 Sticks per Box

ET BUG BOMB
Ask us about ET’s Bio Slides for detecting bacteria,
yeast, and mold in your storage equipment.

“When Quality and Performance Count…Count on E.T.”
www.etproducts.com  sales@etproducts.com
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